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While visiting an old school friend that I hadn't seen for 40 years, we discovered that we both loved

cooking and cookbooks. She showed me this book she was using to prepare dishes for a dinner

party and highly recommended it. After  was able to track it down and deliver it to me, I found that

the recommendation was certainly justified. Every receipe I have used has been wonderful! As a

"transplanted Hoosier" it also has brought back a lot of great memories. I am a cookbook collector

and this book is a terrific addition to my collection.

Simply the best book for entertaining. Each recipe has been reviewed and tested by members of the

Jr. League, and further cements the incredible quality of the recipes in this book. This book has

been a staple in our family dinners for years now, and will be for years to come.

This is one of my very favorite cookbooks that I have had for decades. I gave this copy to a friend

for her birthday. Ths cookbook is out of print, so when you find a copy, grab it! Delicious food awaits

you!!

Several years ago I was looking for an impressive recipe to make for a group of friends, and a friend

gave me a recipe from her Junior League book. It was the roasted pork with plum sauce recipe. and

was scrumptious! When I incquired about where she got the recipe, I quickly realized this Junior



League cookbook was no longer for sale. I have spent all these years tracking down a used one

and was delighted to find one. I am thankful that the previous owner didn't know what a gem they

had. These recipes are simply delicious!

This cookbook has something for everyone - easy and fast to classic fare. I've never made anything

in this cookbook that wasn't a hit. Try the Carrot Puff for a family gathering with kids and the Poppy

Seed dressing is far better than anything found in a bottle.It's a wonderful gift for anyone who like

great food.

I ordered this cookbook as one in "good condition" at a very good price. I used it on vacation at our

relatives and loved a lot of the recipes in it. When I received the cookbook, I was truly amazed at its

condition. It looked brand new!!!! And we have had some wonderful meals that I have shared with

friends. I will be ordering more from  in the future.

This cookbook has many favorites included. We like to call it "the stick of butter" cookbook because

so many recipes begin with 1 stick of butter. If you are not watching your weight or for special

occasions, this is a real winner!

This is a great cookbook. It has a lot of unique recipes that aren't too complicated to make. I have

tried several of the soups and desserts so far and they have all been wonderful recipes.
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